We focus in this article on the analysis of an acceleration law for a following autonomous vehicle with constant time headway goal. We first define a function that measures the positioning of the following vehicle compared to the leading vehicle, w.r.t. the desired time headway. We study the convergence and limit of this positioning function, and prove the asymptotic stability of our acceleration control law under some initial conditions on the following vehicle and some invariant conditions on the leading vehicle. We then extend this result when the accelerations are saturated by the technology bounds, and we apply it to prove the platoon stability. Finally we conduct several simulations that validate our theoretical results and show the impact of the initial conditions.
Introduction
Different automation strategies have been proposed in [l, 111 to address the problem of passenger safety and traffic congestion in highways. They are classified according to their distribution of intelligence and cooperative attributes. In this paper, we address the case where all automation intelligence is concentrated within individual vehicles, leading to the so called autonomous scenario, where there is no communication between vehicles and the infrastructure. Vehicles are equipped with several sensors, allowing them to perceive the speed and position of the nearby vehicles. This system is known as AICC, acronym for "Autonomous Intelligent Cruise Control."
Our starting point is a traffic simulation that was conducted for the Houston Metro [3, 41. We simulated 10 kms of a single-lane straight highway. Each vehicle had an autonomous controller in charge of insuring the correct insertion of the vehicle at the merge junction, as well as preventing collisions with other nearby vehicles. For this purpose, we designed an acceleration control law to achieve the longitudinal control of the following vehicle. There exist three basic classes of such control laws depending on the desired distance between the leading and the following vehicle [9] : 0 Constant spacing: such systems are most suitable for use at very short spacings. However, they require inter-vehicle communication.
Constant tame headway: such systems use only information derived from sensors, and they maintain spacing proportional to the speed U.
0 Constant safety factor: such systems are designed so that the instantaneous stopping of the leading vehicle does not cause the following vehicle to collide with it. Typically, they maintain spacing proportional to v2.
For these reasons, we chose an acceleration law that maintains a constant time headway. In this paper, we study analytically this control law and we prove its stability. Specifically, we prove that under some initial conditions, the vehicles never collide. We first conduct this analysis in the non-saturated case, and then in the saturated case.
The vehicles are autonomous, i.e., they do not communicate with each other and sensor range is limited. Thus, at any time a vehicle knows which vehicles are in front of and behind it. The longitudinal speed of each vehicle within sensor range is also known. Each vehicle has its own controller that computes the current longitudinal acceleration. The kinematic model is a basic 2-dimensional model.
In Section 2 we present our acceleration control law. In Section 3 we study the stability of our system. In Section 4 we analyze the bounds of the acceleration control law. Finally in Section 5 we give the result of some simulations of our system, performed with the SHIFT hybrid system simulator (71.
Design of the Acceleration Law 2.1 State Variables of the System
Our system consists of one leading vehicle and one following vehicle, driving along a single-lane straight highway. The behavior of the leading vehicle is a priori unknown. Its position is z ( t ) , its velocity i ( t ) , and its acceleration 5(t). We assume that the acceleration of the leading vehicle is a piecewise continuous function.
That way we have 5 ( t ) = 2 and i ( t ) = s z d t . The following vehicle drives right behind the leading vehicle and tries to avoid collisions. Its position is x, its velocity x, and its acceleration x. We neglect the internal dynamic of the vehicles and choose to control the following vehicle with its acceleration:
The solution of this ordinary differential equation is the function z ( t ) . We assume that the following vehicle is always behind the leading vehicle, that both vehicles are moving forward and are never immobile, and that the speed of the leading vehicle is bounded:
We assume nothing about the jerks ' .2 and X . However, the acceleration of the leading vehicle must remain within technology bounds ( 9 = 9.81 ms-'):
The desired time headway will be noted h. It has a direct influence on the maximal density that can be accommodated by an automated highway [5] . Intuitively, for a given density and nominal speed, it is possible to compute the average gap between two successive vehicles. In (3,4] , we have conducted extensive simulations of an automated highway which show that this gap divided by the nominal speed is the time headway that will not cause congestion. For these highway simulations, we chose a time headway equal to 0.6 s, which is perfectly feasible with the current technology of sensors, actuators, and computing systems.
Non Linear Controller
The aim of the control law is to try to keep a constant time headway h. We thus compute the time before impact, i.e., the gap divided by the vehicle speed. We then compute the ratio of the time before impact by the time headway. This ratio r ( t ) is a pure number:
Because 
~( t )
equal to 1. So the output of our system will be: y ( t ) = r ( t ) , with 1 as our set point. w e wish to perform output regulation. The output dynamics is:
The equilibrium is reached if y(t) = i ( t ) = 0 and y ( t ) =
= 1, and the control at the equilibrium is C(t).
From equation (3), this implies
and therefore we have:
We finally add a feedback term to our control U :
where the gain X is of dimension ms-2. If there exists t o such that r(t0) = 1, the controller given by equation ( 5 ) is the same as the one given by equation (4), which keeps r ( t ) equal to 1 by construction:
The expanded form of equation (5) 3 Asymptotic Stability Analysis A first approach to study the stability of our system would be to compute a differential equation on r ( t ) and to integrate it. From equations ( 2 ) and ( 5 ) , we obtain after some computations: - 
T ( t ) f ( t ) + T ( t ) Z ( t ) + hr(t)i.'(t)i(t) -hi.'(t)i(t) -Xh2T(t)i.'(t) + T ( t ) ' f ( t ) i ( t ) -hT(t)f(t)Z(t) = 0
This differential equation is not integrable. Our idea is therefore to study analytically the r ( t ) function rather than trying to solve it. We first study the variations of this function. We then prove that it converges towards
Study of the Variations of r(t)
Under our assumptions, r ( t ) is continuous and derivable, and its first derivative is also continuous. From equation (3), we get:
Now let us study the variations of ~( t ) .
According to equation (7) and Assumption 3, we have: Moreover, T ( t ) never oscillates around the value 1. 
Study of the Limit of ~( t )
We then have two exclusive cases depending on r(t): ing and bounded, it has a limit, say 1. Similarly, in the ~( t ) E ( l , + m ) case, since r ( t ) is decreasing and bounded, it has a limit, say L. Now let us prove that
is finite, it is an asymptotic limit and therefore limt,+,+(t) = Of. According to equation (7) , we have three cases:
= -W. According to Assumption 3, k ( t ) > 0, so this case is impossible.
limt,+,x(t)
= +m. According to Lemma 2, k ( t ) is upper bounded, so this case is impossible.
Since cases 2 and 3 are impossible, 1 = 1. The proof that L = 1 is similar. U This is a major result since it establishes that, under the condition x ( t ) > -A, the system is asymptotically stable, and therefore that the following vehicle never collides with the leading vehicle. In the next section, we establish initial conditions under which the invariant condition x ( t ) > -A is fulfilled.
Study of the Condition x(t) > -A
Through this section, we suppose r ( t ) E [0,1). The case where r ( t ) E (1, +m) is analogous.
Proposition 4 If 3) such that Z ( t 0 ) > -A and V t 2 t o , z ( t ) > -A, then V t 2 t o , Z ( t ) > -A.
Proof Without loss of generality, we start at time
. Our hypotheses are Z(0) > -A, V t , 2 ( t ) > -A, and V t , r(t) < 1. We distinguish two exclusive cases, depending whether x ( t ) 2 i ( t ) or x ( t ) 5 z ( t ) over an interval [0,6] where z ( t ) is continuous:

Suppose that V t E [0,6], Z ( t ) 2 z ( t ) . By hypothesis, V t E [0,6], z ( t ) > -A. Thus V t E [0,6],
Suppose that V t E [0,6), Z ( t ) _< ,?(t). Let us
?(t) > -A.
prove that i ( t ) > 0 over [ 
Z(t) -q t ) h
T ( t ) = A+(t) +
Study of the Bounds
We now address the problem of saturation by technology bounds. We know that the acceleration of the leading vehicle is bounded (Assumption 4). In Section 4.1, we prove that under some initial condition the acceleration of the following vehicle is also bounded. In Section 4.2, we generalize our results to more than two vehicles. Proof We only prove the proposition when r ( t 0 ) < 1. Cases r(t0) = 1 and T ( t 0 ) > 1 are analogous. Without loss of generality, we take to = 0: We define the following predicates on the vehicles: 
Bounds on Z ( t )
i ( 0 ) -i ( 0 ) r(0) < 1 -*-r(0) -1 < 0 * Z(0) <A I~~i ( t 0 ) = V t >_ t o , -A < amin 5 Z i ( t ) 5 amaz
Simulations
We now perform several simulations of our control law. We illustrate the importance of the initial conditions in the stability of the system. We use the SHIFT hybrid system simulator [7] , which implements a Runge-Kutta variable-step integrator. All simulations are run with h = 0.6 s, and the behavior of the leading vehicle is represented by the following hybrid automaton (21:
This behavior is among the worst possible cases: The leading vehicle alternatively brakes and accelerates, making it hard, a priori, for the following vehicle to adjust its speed and position.
Moreover, ~( t )
Non Saturated Case
We take the initial conditions z(0) = 10 m, i(0) = 22ms-', z(0) = Om, and k(0) = 26 ms-'. Thus, ~
= -= 0.641, i.e., the following vehicle is too close. We have simulated T ( t ) with values of X ranging from 3 to 17 (Figure 1 ). < 1 he A = 3 case, the variation of r ( t ) switches several times. According to equation (7), i ( t ) changes its sign when Z ( t ) = -A. Therefore, each time Z ( t ) crosses the horizontal line -X, there is a corresponding minimum or maximum of r(t) along with a sign inversion of i ( t ) . Figure 2 shows Z ( t ) and r(t), the latter being the same as in Figure 1 . The horizontal line -A helps locating the maxima and minima of r(t). 
Saturated Case
We now study the influence of the saturation, i.e.,
? ( t ) E 1-4.905,1.962], and we focus on the r ( t ) < 1 case which is more critical w.r.t. accidents. Figure 4 shows the acceleration of the following vehicle with the same initial conditions as in Figure 1 : 
We have simulated r(t) with X ranging from 3 to 30 ( Figure 5 ). In all the cases, Z(0) 2 amin, so r ( t ) is initially decreasing ( Figure 5 ). Now for X E {5,7,12,17}, r ( t ) becomes greater than 1, while for X = 30 it does not: < 1
Conclusion and Future Work
We have studied in this article the stability of a longitudinal acceleration control law for autonomous vehicles. The following vehicle must maintain a constant time headway behind a leading vehicle which alternates hard braking and hard acceleration. We compute a ratio which measures how accurately is the following vehicle positioned w.r.t. the leading vehicle. The acceleration law takes into account the positioning error as well as the relative speed error. Both informations can be made available to the following vehicle only through sensors, i.e., no inter-vehicle communication is needed.
We have first studied this acceleration law analytically in the ideal case where the acceleration is not limited by any technology bounds. We have established a stability theorem: Under some invariant condition on the leading vehicle acceleration and some initial condition on the following vehicle acceleration, the system is asymptotically stable, i.e., the ratio converges towards 1 and is monotonous. This means that the following vehicle newer collides with the leading vehicle.
Then we have studied the saturated case where the acceleration is subject to the technology bounds. We have found stronger initial conditions under which the stability theorem still applies. This result allowed us to prove the platoon stability.
We have performed extensive simulations t o illustrate our results and the impact of the initial conditions.
Finally, it would be interesting to study the robustness of our acceleration control law: For instance the impact of sensor errors or less control authority such as lags or delays. This involves major work and is outside the scope of this article.
